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Thanks to the ones that joined ! 

20 participants

Newcomers
- Azra from Sarajevo
- Daniela from ARIES
- Verania from Mexico…..

And old friends
- Beatrice…



WG Aim 
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Collect stories
on applications of fundamental research for the benefit of society 
with human touch 

Plenty exists: collect resources, to use material and references

What is distinct: Emotional memory
Example: The first hadron therapy in Berkley 1954  (same year as CERN foundation)

By Lawrence brothers. 
The one discovered the cyclotron (Nobel Price). 
The other was a doctor. 
And they treated their mother.



Challenge

Provide correct, accurate scientific input 

Pay justice to all contributors and not bias it towards one person/lab

And keep it short and simple

Present a global view: IPPOG is international
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Challenges



Advisory Group:  not necessarily among current IPPOG members

Call for members !

- Correct facts: colleagues with broad knowledge, experience, memories…

to ensure correctness of historical, scientific information

- Adaptation for public: communication experts, press, KT, science writers…

Volunteers: 

Thomas Naumann, Beatrice Bressan, Verania Echaida, Daniela Antonio

Regular meetings

- Every 2-3 months between IPPOG meetings
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Re solutions
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Work plan

COLLECT 

MATERIALS  

WRITE 

COHERENT 

STORIES

Human touch, 

nice story: 

Who, When, 

Where, 

Why? 

Advisory

Group

WG 

Contributors

ENGAGING / 

SURPRISING

FACT

 IPPOGers
(Thomas Naumann..

 Communication 

experts (press, 

science writers, 

KT….) 

Explanation, 

technical

details:  

How does it

work? 

Application of 

technology:  

What is it

good for? 

STORY

(if exists)

LEARNING

VULGARISATION

Call for Contributions  !



Guidelines, story structure
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1) Engaging / surprising / motivational fact : did you know that...??? 

 GPS cannot function without Einstein’s Theory of Relativity? 

2) Story with human touch: who, when, where, why? how it was developed? 
Include people involved - human touch. 

 Solar panels based on ultrahigh vacuum studies at CERN now heating Geneva airport: 

https://www.symmetrymagazine.org/breaking/2012/03/16/cern-spin-off-more-efficient-solar-panels

 Tim Berners Lee’s story and motivation… + how physicist shared data bringing big tapes by bikes!  

3) Explanation: how does technology work 

in understandable way for high-school student

Example of collaboration: PET story - technical part from Despina

- human touch part from Yiota

- putting together: Barbora consulting “Advisory Group”  

Call for Contributions: 2 pages stories 

https://www.symmetrymagazine.org/breaking/2012/03/16/cern-spin-off-more-efficient-solar-panels
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WG Tools, Notebooks 

Contributions: https://docs.google.com/document/d/10KIu9nDx_Cliz16QYE7LqgtncfrwWWzB31ZRT7vDLR0

/edit?usp=sharing

Resources: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vJnm2a7wmzHVHpM_0xUVeNw_JMPqmwQIbdZ-

HwUozGc/edit?usp=sharing

Many of those are collections of links to other resources and documents 

Updates on contributions and resources 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/10KIu9nDx_Cliz16QYE7LqgtncfrwWWzB31ZRT7vDLR0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vJnm2a7wmzHVHpM_0xUVeNw_JMPqmwQIbdZ-HwUozGc/edit?usp=sharing


Daniela Antonio: introduction to ARIES outreach and possible cooperation

ARIES Accelerating News http://acceleratingnews.eu

Stories: like

“Bringing particle accelerators on ships:
http://acceleratingnews.web.cern.ch/article/bringing-particle-accelerators-ships

or 

Using accelerators to disinfect (covid19) protective clothing

otherwise disinfected by toxic substances and unusable for 2 weeks 

BOOK EuCARD2:
Applications of Particle Accelerators in Europe
http://cds.cern.ch/record/2716155

And in our google folder
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WG Newcomer

http://acceleratingnews.eu/
http://cds.cern.ch/record/2716155
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ARIES Stories



Latest contributions 

- Despina: PET

- Despina: Muon Radiography (study pyramids or volcanos)

Muon Tomography (scanning large volumes… )

- Marina: GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System)

- Katharina: Superconductivity Potential use for energy transport

- Thomas: addition to GPS and Touch screen

- YF: addition to PET 

Expected contributions

- Barbora: MEDICIS, ROLEX, Solar Cells, web (in english)

- YF: Finalise Hadron Therapy

- Ralf: Ideas on muon tomography and more from GSI
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Update on Contributions
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Muon radiography, tomography

Despina
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Superconductivity

Katharina



Global Navigation Satellite System
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GNSS and GPS

Marina Lorenzo and Thomas

Global Positioning System
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Touch Screen

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Beck_(computer_scientist)

Thomas: take as is 

CERN COURIER and wikipedia
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Resources

Possibility to buy the E-book for the WG group and IPPOG Forum ?

BOOK  From Physics to Daily Life
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/book/10.1002/9783527687077 Author index: pages 331-336

Editor(s): Beatrice Bressan
1. Applications in Biology, Medicine, and Healthcare
2. Applications in Informatics, Energy and Environment

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/book/10.1002/9783527687077


GSI Press Release, April 16, 2020 (COVID19 related)

GSI/FAIR research supports the fight against corona
GSI/FAIR uses its research potential and unique infrastructure to contribute to the management of the current corona 
pandemic. In several areas at GSI/FAIR, scientists are working to provide new insights and technologies that may help to 
fight the corona virus SARS-CoV-2. To this aim, the accelerators and laboratories on the Darmstadt campus are also being 
used. The laboratory is operational, while strictly abiding to safety regulations.

Overview of the four specific projects:

• Ion radiation for vaccine development

• Therapeutic effect of low-dose radiation in SARS-CoV-2 induced pneumonia

• Improved and fast virus detection with single nanopore membranes

• Ion-track membranes with tailored nanopores for viral filtration masks
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Resources

This press release with picture is available on the website at
https://www.gsi.de/en/start/news/details/2020/04/16/gsi_fair_forschung_unterstuetzt_den_kampf_gegen_corona0.htm

GSI Press Releases:

filter out some interesting stories

https://www.gsi.de/en/start/news/details/2020/04/16/gsi_fair_forschung_unterstuetzt_den_kampf_gegen_corona0.htm


How the corona virus got out
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/22/world/coronavirus-
spread.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
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Tracing corona virus

Contributions of 

science and scientists !

IPPOG Thursday session

on COVID19 related stories

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/22/world/coronavirus-spread.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/22/world/coronavirus-spread.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
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Resources

People, scientific attitude,

creativity, collaboration…

Spin offs of High Energy Physics to Society

By: Ugo Amaldi
Proceedings of International Europhysics Conference 

Tampere Finland, 1999

Discussed by Beatrice
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Resources

NPP: Nuclear and Particle Physics Fundamental Research
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Reasons to join and contribute ! 

Why: see also paper of Ugo Amaldi 1999 on spin-offs 
Satisfy interest and curiosity of general public 
Motivate young generation
Return to society for invested funds, motivating further funding

Briefly: Share our passions with society that is funding us and ensure continuation
Inject: we know these colleagues not only as scientists but as people as well 

Leonardo da Vinci: The noblest pleasure is the joy of understanding
Il piacere piu nobile e la gioia di comprendere

Give a chance to general public and school children to understand what we understand !


